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By Jon Bowman
·
- 0\Vhile.UNM President William
Davis ltas encountered some
campus opposition to his decision
to cancel a nude dance performance at Popejoy Hall,. members of the. Legislative Univer-.
sity Studies Committee (LUSC)
yesterday
praised
the
president's action.
· In telephone conversations
with the LOBO, the iegislators, ·
across the boar'd, said the issue
was not an important one, but
that they n.onetheless agreed
with Davis.
LUSC was o~iginally fo~nded
after UNM's ''Love Lust"· controversy in which ·the state _
legislature
condemned
distribution of Lenore Kandel's
~poem in UNM English classes.
' The committee first served in a
"watchdog" c~pacity, but it has
since evolved to become a liaison
between the state's universities
and the legislature.
.
" I haven't heard any
discussion of the issue among the
legislators here in Santa· Fe,"
said Representative Richard Carbajal, chairman of.LUSC. "And I
received no calls about it from
my constituents."

\

·
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right in doing wha,t, he did," Car- agree with that."
,
had s p·e n t very I itt I e time
bajal. continued. "He used
McM.ill~n acknowle. d~e·~. ~.1!~ '·.·'fh.~~.,'·.I! about the situation him·
discretion and I'm sure he was ac~ onlr rece1ved :-t~~Mi.M~koJi\1. Mi~ffi.?!lr
.
.
· ting in the best interests of plamts, but saii:i'""He had heard
''I' v_e p A,e n so busy wit h
UNM.''
talk against the . d;tnce among Ie·gislaf;iv«t•\natters," Schlientz
Representative Colin Mc- legislat~rs.
said.
M ill a n , a R e p u b lie a n f r o m
.. There wasn't a bell of a lot of
The senator said he still
Chavez 9ounty, was the only .time spent discussing itt" he said. believes that "UNM has some
legislator contacted who 'said he "!_ think it. was a University serious problems with its image
had ·received complaints about problem and the University has in the state,'' adding, "the
the possibility of nudity at solved it itself without legislative University has to be ·very
Popejoy.
pressure being put on it.''
.
careful.
·
"I got some calls froDJ home
Perhaps the most typical reac"It's impm·tant that UNM's
about it," McMillan said, "and tion was that of Senator Kenneth image is tops because it's New
the people were a little con- Schlientz, a Republican from Mexico's biggest unjversity, ''
cerned. They didn't think the Curry County. Schlientz said he Schlientz said. "I think Doctor
UNM campus was the· place to had received. no complaints from Davis was exactly right. UNM
have nude da,ncers. I certainly his constituents and also said he has to change its image."

ACTs on--Decline

High-Schools Blamed for ScoreS

photo

·Rep. Richard·Carbajal
Carbajal said he was not
prepared to state whether UNM
would have been financially hurt
if the nl,lde dance, by the.
Pilobolus Dance Troupe, had
been allowed to go on as
scheduled.
"I'm in no position to judge the
issue, but I do think Davis was
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.
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Thursday, Japuary 29, 1976

Editor's note: Yesterday, the scores in the history of the
LOBO printed the results of this University.
year's American College Test
It is obvious that two things
(A CTJ scores for this year's are happening, said University
freshman class. 1975's frosh not College Dean William Huber.
only scored lower than all "Since we are drawing 85 per
previous freshmen at UNM, they cent of our freshmen from New
also registered the single Mexico. As go the high schools,
greatest yearly drop in test so goes UNM, and the high

.
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school's ·educational programs
are deteriorating rapidly.
·"Secondly, we had far more
freshmen scoring in the top quartile of the ACT nine years ago
than we have today. We are
drawing more and more students
from the bottom quarter of their
class," he said.
Statistics compiled by Huber
and the Testing Dlvision
rev('a.led that 22 per. cent of
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.By John Rucker
By this weekend, New Mexico
will be able to boast among its
population two Master Frisbee
Throwers. And where Master
Frisbee Throwers gather,
organized competition cannot be
far behind.
Although a popular intercolJegiate sport 1n the Northeast and on the. West Coast,
Frisbee in the Southwest has so
far been an individual pastime indulged in on warm afternoons by
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Dexter. "There are several levels
amateurs.
membership
in
the
Pat Dexter and his brother of
John want to change all that. !FA-amateur, expert and
"The Southwest has been behind master. Each level is determined
the times," said Dexter, "but by a 'test which involves a series
within a few years, competition of throws, catches, air bounces,
Frisbee matches should be skips and hovers. Ac'curacy is the
main thing to concentrate on in
booming out here.;'
IF
A tests.''
·
Both Dexters are scheduled to
Three
members
in
good
stanfinish their qualification trials for
ding
are
required
as
witnesses
Master Frisbee Thrower this
weekend. "The proficiency test is before test results become ofdetermined by the International t?ficial. "To the best of my
Frisbee Association (IF A)," said knowledge, there are about 20
IF A members in Albuquerque,"
said Dexter, "but we hope that
upcoming events will encourage
. more people to join." Mem·
l bership in the IF A costs one
•j . dollar.
. . . .,•. 1 The ..Ancient and Honorable
i sport of Frisbee has a long and
· ; distinguished (if somewhat un·
·1 believable) history. It all began
i (as most college fads have) in the
' Ivy League. It seems that in the
; sleepy college town of New,
" Haven, Connecticut, there was a
bakery known as the Frisbie Pie
Company.
The relative quality of their
pastry is unrecorded but the pie
tins that the aforementioned
sweet delicacies were packed in
were found to make excellent
aerodynamic characteristics by
those enterprising lads from
Yale.
So popular was the throwing of
.. Frisbies'' by the Yalies that one
entered certain areas of the cam•
pus at the risk of having one's
j

I

l'hnto hy Wcii(Jdl Hunt.

!Continuid on page 8)

frosh in the top category are half
that number

UNM scored 15 or below on their
ACTs, now 34 per cent do. A
score of 15 or below is in the bottom quartile of those taking the
test.
"The statistics speak for themselves,'' Huber said, "but they
don't tell t~e full story. We are

l
games here-the conclusion that
we are not doing as weJl as we did

deterioration in basic skills,., he
said. "This is not just a
phenomenon centering around
the ACT. Study dter study
reveals the same thing~
ucollege Board scores show a
decline .or 44 points on the verbal

ICiinilnued on Jlllgc 91

Student se·nate Kills
Salary for Officer
· The ASUNM Senate met last night to consider the fate of over
$13,000 of students' money in what was only the second meeting of
this semester. The first meeting of the Spring semester resulted in
well over $.1.000 of student funds allocated to two organizations.
Last night's grand total for api!J'opriation bills was $13,679.
·although it seemed clear from the start that senators would make
some effort to whittle that amount down.
Senator Les Marshall said he planned to be "hardnoscd and conservative when it came to handling money."
The (irst appropriation on the agenda would have paid the ASUNM
Treasurer $600 for 16 weeks' work. The.bill was tabled since ASUNM
does not currently have a Treasurer.
The Attorney General's salary also bit the dust after extensive
debate. A salary for the A·G ($600) was argued against by senators
Duffey-Ingrassia, Greer and Montague. Greer said that there were
"some things about thejob that you can't put a dolJar value on."
Ironically, two of the senators voting against giving Attorney
General Brian Sanderoff a salary were the two men who ran with him
on the Horizon Party slate, Senators Dick Lees and David Montague.
At press time; the recruitment program was still..bcingdebated-to
the tune of $2700. Sponsor Alfred Santistevan came under heavy at·
tack for the defense of his hill. Moving to strike $600 from the bill (un~
der the heading "contingency fund 01 ), Lees said that he "didn't like the
way the money is tied up." "I think the contingency fund is un~
necessary," Lees said.
Other bill$ were to be voted on (or tabled) after LOBO press time •
The Student Veterans asked for $1100, primarily to pay for two coort
dinators. The student activities program required $800 to provide
(Continued on page 91•

! Democrats Decry Ford's Budget

STARTS
THURSDAY

World
News

C\l

~>.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Cong- start within 90 days and could be noninflationary recovery with a
1; ressional Democrats told term ina ted in one year if the gradual lasting end to unemployment.
E President Ford's top economist economy keeps improving.
"We just do not have any more
Burns also warned there was a
~ Wednesday that .Ford's budget
time
to play games with this,"
"grave
danger"
inflation
might
aba~tdoned
the
unemployed
to
0
said
Greenspan.
.g· the dole, crime and drugs.
be increased if Congress acts un·
Rep. Richard Bolling, D·Mo.,
....:<
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D- wisely .
Greenspan insisted the ad- said the 1\dministration's budget
.t> Minn., waving a copy of the af!·;; nual Council of Economic Ad- · ministration must concentrate on abandons a generation of youth
0 visers report at CEA Chairman guiding the nation to a solid, and blacks,
.~ Alan .Greenspan, deman~ed,
>< "Isn't there something this
Qi
;2l government can do for these
a: people (the unemployed) besides
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Soviet Union has provided African
Ill let them sit on their· pride and
nations with more than $2.2 billion in military aid and $765 million in
·z collect their checks?"
economic assistance over the last. five years, the Defense Department
·
C'l.
Humphrey was, upset that reported Wednesday.
~ Ford was phasing out jobs
The Pentagon report showed five-year aid figures for those coun~ programs while predicting con- tries which received over $10 million from the Soviet Union, and
current numbers of military advisers or troops:
tinued high unemployment.
The joint economic committee
session was the first intense
Angola-170 Russian advisers, 11,400 Cuban advisers, $108 million
clash between Democrats and in Soviet military aid, $70 million in Cuban military aid.
the administration in the course
Somalia-1000 Russian advisers, 50 Cuban advisers, $132 million in
of numerous committee ap- Soviet military aid, $32 million in economic aid.
Algeria-600 Russian advisers, $89 'million in Soviet military aid,
pearances by Green_span and
other spokesmen to explain $17 4 million in economic aid.
Ford's budget plans.
Libya-300 Russian advisers, $363 million in Soviety military aid.
Egypt-200
Russian advisers, $1.3 billion in Soviet military aid,
In the House appropriation
in
economic
aid.
$355
million
committee, federal reserve chairNigeria-50 Russian advisers, $39 million in Soviet military aid, $6
man Arthur F. Burns said he
··
would favor legislation to million in economic aid.
Uganda-300 Russian advisers, $48 million in Soviet military aid,
provide more jobs through public
works projects if the jobs would $12 million in economic aid.

B~

Get your tickets to

Jaycee Track Meet
at Cook's Winrock
or Downtown

United Press International

Marijuana Triggers Insanity
NEW YORK-Excessive use of marijuana probably triggers
insanity only in persons who are a little unbalanced already, a
University of California Researcher said Tuesday,
Some other authorities reporting on federally funded studies of
longtime users of marijuana out:>ide the United States found little
difference between users and non-users-on such things as
ability to work and brain function.
But Dr. Gabriel G. Nahas of Columbia University's College of
physicians and surgeons described such findings'as inconclusive.
He strongly opposes the use of marijuana at any time.

Russia Gives Africa Aid

'\

Frenchman Attacks U.S. Image

'

PITTSBURGH-French Ambassador Jacques Kosciusko·Morizet
Wednesday said refusal to let the supersonic Concorde jetliner
land in this country could destroy America's image as a leader in
tech no logy.
"The French people view America as a place where the most
sophisticated technology was encouraged and as the home of
discovery and progress," Kosciusko-Morizet told a meeting of the
world affairs council of Pittsburgh, "It is this image that might be
destroyed."
"The denial of landing rights to the Concorde would be an
American tragedy."

$250,000 in ski

Spain Remodels Dictatorship
MADRID, Spain-Prime Minister Carlos Arias Navarro unveiled a program of political reforms Wednesday which he said
would create "a richer, freer, more tolerant and definitely more
democratic society" in Spain.
Oppositiun leaders immediately denounced the reforms as too
little and too vague. A socialist leader called them "a remodeling
of the dictatorship" and a social democrat predicted "a collision
cou~_s~ ~y next fall."

merc~andise

Lebanon Begins Rebuilding
ENTIRE STOCK MEN'S, LADIES'
AND JUNIORS' FAMOUS

BEIRUT, Lebanon-Dump trucks carted corpses fr.om the bat·
. tlefields of Beirut Wednesday and municipal workers began the
mammoth task of repairing the wreckage left by nearly 10 mon·
ths of civil war.
Premier Rashid Karami announced new plans for speedy
reconstruction and political reforms "to build the Lebanon of
tomorrow, a better Lebanon."
The seven-day-old truce, engineered by Syria, generally held
firm. Syrian foreign minister Abdel Halim Khaddam returned to
Beirut from Damascus where he briefed President Hafez Assad
on the success of his peace mission.

skis

GROUP II

Includes parkas, pants, warm-ups,
gloves, most accessories:

69 95 PAIR

Here are just a few examples:

Students MUST pick up their 10 _cards and
semester n validation labels (in Bandelier East)
by Friday or they will be disenrolled.
G. I. BILL. I£ you don•t wanl an interruption in

receipt_ or your monthly cflecks, please come to

Mesa Vista 2108 to confirm your spring semester

classes. Many students have not given the list or
• their new classes and may have checks stopped.
Come in this week.

Application forms for the N.M. Slate Summer

Intern Program are available· at the Career Scr~
vices Center 1 2nd OoDr. Mesa Visla-South.
Deadline is April}.
Senatress Becky Lowry wiil hold her 1'normal''
a.m. to 4:30p.m. in the
bats live).

New Mexico

Senator Benavidez' office hours are Tues. and

Thu,..,l to 3 p.rn.,l059 Mesa VIsta• North. Phone '
277-4150.

.DAILY LOBO

Put your best look forward.

Vol. 76
No.83
Box 20, University P.O.,l.JNM
Albuquerque, N .M:. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277"
4102,277-4202
'

You can depend upon TSO to fill your doctor's prescription for glasses
and contact lenses to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and fashionably fit your glasses. Also TSO
provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors BankAmericard and
Master Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how you
look at life.

The New Me_xico Daily ltobo Js published
Monday through Friday every i'eg-uhir week
of the, Unlv.ersity year and weekly during the

by the Board or Student
PublitatlonS of the University of New Mexico,
and iS not financially assor.lated With UNM,
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·TRIPLEX

l"frlrdAil wipes them out
The single application liquid that kills body, head
and crab lice and their
eggs on contact. Simple
and safe to use. No pre·
scription needed. Ask
your druggist for Triple X.

Second class poJt.age paid at A'lbuqucrque,
New MexicO 87131. Subsc:riptiDn rate Is

110.00 tor the academic year.
The opinions expressed oil ihe cdltoriml

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
4300 Central Avenue, SE.
.4~l0-A C~ntral. Avenue, S.W.

CRABS

summer Sf!sSion

-

pages of The Daily LObo are those 'of the

author solely. Unsigned o~1lnion fg that. of the
editorial board ell The Daily Lobo, Nothing
printed In The Dally Lob!J necessarily
represents· t~e views or the University of New
~
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~
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sun box ofrice (where the

~
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Drug Products Corp.'l!
5, Piscat~way, NJ 081354

GROUP Ill
24 HR. SKI
REPORT
296-4881

Free, patrolled, bike parking Jot be bind Carlisle

oflicc hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays 10:30

Reg. $130 Rossignol World CupS skis
(Reg. $90 Rossignol World Cup Jr. skis 59.95)
Reg. $100 Spalding short skis
Reg. $130 Rossignol ST650 Jr. skis

29.95 men's and ladies' Waco parkas ....... 19.95
34.95 ladies' bib ski coveralls .............. 19.95
39.95 Saska junior bib suits •.............. 29.95
69.95 famous maker junior suits ........... 39.95
89.95, 99.95 ladies' Obermeyer bib suits ..... 49.95

Gym. Lot. is gUarded 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays.

·~
•

ts

All other ski boots

20% OFF
Bindings reduced

29 • 95
Geze Jet,
95
reg. 89.95..... 69 •

Geze Plate Lite,
reg. 39.95.. . . .

GROUP I

3995

Reg. 49.95 Ladies' Formula i
(Formula I Junior boots now 24.95)

GROUP II

49 95

GROUP\

Reg. $100 K2 Holiday skis
Reg. $110 Spalding Chapral skis
Reg. $65 Elan Blue Flex Jr. skis

OFF

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

EVERY SKI IN STOCK
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

4995 pair -

MAKER SKI CLOTHING

I

must go!

All other
skis

9995 pair
Reg. $140 Rossignol Meteor skis
Reg. $140 Atomic Spurt skis

GROUP IV

11995
Reg. $150 Kneissl Short Magic skis
Reg. $175 Kneissl Blue Star skis
Reg. $160 Spalding Elite skis

Reg. 69.95 Comet Flow boots

GROUP Ill

6995_

Reg. $85 Caber Pioneer Pro boots
Reg. 99.95 San Marco Meteor boots .
Reg. $160 Trappeur Elite(limited sizes)

Charge it: Cook's Charge, Master Charge, BankAmericard,
or lay it away: 20% down, 10% monthly

GROUP IV

8995

Reg. $125 San Marco Expo boots
Reg. $115 Nordica Pro boots
r~·••••IO

~

••·~•·•••••••••••••••••••••

10 "9 Monday through Friday, 10- 6 Saturday. Closed Sunday
~
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Letters
fditorials
Op.inion.s

Perspective

Daily Lobo
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Editor:
In regards to the Jan. 27 letter from Jim Counts and Eric Baca concerning turning l,JN Minto a "Harvard of the West" on their remarks about
the 12 or so million Texans who "comprise the lower third of llumanity,"
these two "humans" put into writing precisely what Adolf Hitler did to the
eight million Jews he felt were sub-human. Thank god that these.two boys
don't have the cunring, intelligence or power that was characteristic of
this mindless murder.
Texans are people, no better or no worse than anyone and they must be
admired for not being afraid or too timid to travel and be themselves.
People must learn to get together and stop putting people in neat little
categories so that they can condemn what they do not understand. There
are good and evil people everywhere and I am sure that Texas has its share
of both. Just as it has manufacturing capacity for the gasoline for your car,
clothes on ypur back and the food on your table.
Hate and prejudice are cheap commodities, it just seems that Jim Counts and Eric Baca have used up more than their share. Their ignorance is
forgiven but not forgotten. We depend on each other for survival.·
Sam Silver
Human Being from Texas
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This University's
Untouchable Group

Q.l

z~

~
~

We are extremely disturbed by a statement made by Regent
Albert Simms at the last Regents' meeting (Jan. 23).
Dr. Simms said that UNM should be upgraded by weeding out
the lower third of students in addition to trying to get more money.
Four out of every five students in the lower third academically
are lost within 19 months to two years, Simms said.
This statement is a combination of Darwin's "survival of the fittest" and "let's ;;hoot the horse with a broken leg to put it out of its
misery."
Our reaction to th'ts statement is, "Do we live in a society where
it is wrong to be in the lower third of class although you might have
..._
worked just as hard as the upper third?"
Just as all doctors or poets have not received a Nobel Prize for a
breakthrough in their field, although they are hard working as a
Nobel recipient, so every student might not be in the upper third of
their class for their efforts.
We are not saying that those in the upper third of their class do
not merit that honor but rather we are saying that those in the
lower third are not the "umouchables" as they are often treated.
How many students doing well at this University remember the
"untouchable'' attitude espoused by their high school counselor. In
this touching scene you were told that you did not have the grades
to attend or last in college. You have now proven that counselor to
be wrong.
This was an attempt to weed you out.
We are convinced that the University is an institution of higher
learning and should not become a battlefield for the glory of the
empire.

DOONESBURY
SCNflTOR. I OON'T KNOW
WHAT YOIJ'Rf: 13ffl7NG AT
WITH THIS I.!Nf3 OF Ql/f3STIONING! MY PERSONAL
f/NANC&5 ARE A MATT!i!~ OF ft/8/../C

RECOWI

_...!Lr[\.,llr"

by Garry Trudeau
YI}{/Rfi QIJIT&= C/3t<TA!N,
GOVERJVOR? NO SEt:nT
Acax!NTS? A SU/155
BANK ACCOIINT; PERHAPS?

___...
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A SUI/55
HEt.V&TIAN
BANK ACSAVINGS ANO
CJJUNT.?.1 ARe LOAN, ACCOUNT
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Board

Unsigned editorialS represent a
majority- opfnion of the Daily lobO
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of ihe author and do not necessarify
refleCt the views of 'the staff.

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

"ER, ON THE OlHfR HAND, If

Analogies In The 'Right To Choose' Letter -._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:___
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• •
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Smoking Rebuttal: My Right To Breathe
Editor:
any longer. I refuse to be passive
In regards -to Richard Lewis' let- while coughing my way through
ter to the editor (LOBO, Jan. 28), · the student union cafeteria smoke
"Smokers Unite," I would like to screen! I refuse to accept the busy
say a few words.
non-smoking eating area which is
First of all, I refuse to be quiet wedged between two smoking

Give Lucky Liza A Break
Editor:
I'm writing about your
column (Jon Bowman) in the
Jan. 22 LOBO about "Lucky
Lady."
In· the first line of your article
you say you are an admirer of
Liza Minelli's. If you are, why

Pilobolus
Censorship
Depressing
Editor:
I find the censorship of the
"Pilobolus" dance company incomprehensible
and
depressing. It reflects the same
mentality that ordered loincloths
painted
on
Michelangelo's nudes in the
Sistine Chapel. How sad to
think that the centuries since
have not brought any additional
maturity to man's attitude
toward his own body.
N-U-D-1-T-Y
does
not
represent the same concept as
either S-E-X or S-1-N. This censorship seems to indicate,
however, that E-D-U-C-A-T-10-N is synonymous with M-0N-E-Y.
I am disappointed by William
Davis' lack of courage.
Maryellen Wojtasiewicz

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

COMMIITEE CALLS FRI\NK SINATRA -

SINATRA WXJl.D RATHER NOf... '

did you put her down through
your entire column? Even an admirer should give the movie and
actors a break.
I've seen "Lucky Lady" five
times now and I love it very
much. What do you consider to
be a good movie?
Your article not only upset
me, but many Liza Minelli's fans
too. It's not a fair article. I can
tell that you're a Burt Reynolds
fan, and that's why you are put·
ting down Liza.
All three actors appeared
throughout the entire movie so
there's no number one role.
"Lucky Lady" is a funny
movie all through it, and it's also
a very sad movie. I don't think
it's the best I've ever seen, but it
is a good movie.
Also, please spell Liza's name
right. It's spelled Liza Minelli. If
my letter upset you, I am sorry.
Your column upset me very
much. Give the lady a chance.
She's the best there is. She
does have talent, there's no
doubt about it.
I'm a section head for her fan
club and I'm also a friend of the·
lady's.
Go back and see "Lucky
Lady "again from a different
point of view. It's a terrific
movie.
Thank you for your time.
Always for Liza,
Theresa Armijo

there are no lounges where I may
peacefully and non-pollutingly
drink a cup of coffee and study
without smokers surrounding mel I
refuse to accept that I must eat at
reataurants with cigar suckers, pipe
puffers, and cigarette chain
smokers II refuse to have to go to a
bar three hours before the band
starts so that I can acclimatize my
lungs to the increasing density of
smoke so that I will not pass out on
the dance floor when 1 breathe
hard!
IT IS NOT YOUR RIGHT TO
SMOKE that is the issue, IT IS MY
RIGHT TO BREATHE!! Smokers
are polluters of the world, this
country, this state, this city, this
campus ... My LUNGS! You and
everything around you is polluted
by your vile smoke. You should be
the ones forced to find havens of
sanctuary to smoke ...not the other
wal{ around. I am enraged to hear
that you •think you have a right to
smoke! It affects others too much
for it ever to be a right.
Linda Fox
P.S. Any non-smoker who is also
tired of being puffed on, please call
this number so we can unite. 293-

Editor:
From the LOBO of Friday, Jan.
23, I saved Geraldine Amato's
argument on "right to choose"
reasoning, because I'm interested
in the analogies in her letter. The
quotation marks I use reflect my
paraphrasing.
While "eliminating people" will

i
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We stock the
most complete selection
of wines, liquors,
and beer in the state.
Special discounts to
fraternities and sororities.

When she compares the "taking
of food from children who aren't
starving and giving it to those who
are," to the "killing of unwanted
fetuses because there are millions
of unwanted children already
born," I believe she forgets that
starving children are more nearly
the result of unwanted children
than they are the result of children
who are not starving.
Does the imperative to love and
to be human preclude thought and
reason? Historically, the only way
people could tamper with life was
negatively, i.e., by not doing
anything. But aren't we tired of the
falssez-faire death and agony which
results from starvation and unwanted children 7

Mi\0 ....,... 1
SI-\IKI.

BOOKMON~Y

than the causality
"people" and murder.

•

Perhaps now we should redefine
love and humanness to include the
conscious cut of a doctor's knife as
a means of creating a more loving
atmosphere, a world where
children are wanted, a world where
children are fed.
Jack Rockafellow

Located in

·Winrock Center
35 Winrock Center NE
298·7811
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Letters to the' Editor ...
Letters to the Editor
should be no longer than 250
words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the Editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name,
telephone number and address of grpup member.

a

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Joseph Donnelly

WJ~SOI\f'?

eliminate murder (quite drastically),
the analogy is a thin one, at best, in
its comparison to "eliminating unwanted pregnancy will eliminate
abortion." Better had she said,
"Eliminating the causes of murder
will eliminate mUider." "Unwanted
pregnancies" is much more causal
of that which follows (abortion)

1H~N,WI1AI'S

ASUNM Duplicating
Center
Room 215 SUB
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. If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hair'designers at The Cut Abo.ve a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Unisex
Salon where you11 get a personalized consultation. The most'
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Person~l Satisfaction

Pools!de at the Executive N<;>rth Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
298·7624
(East of Louisiana Blvd)
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Deadline for Su.mmer Classes in Spain Nears
Tomorro~ is· the last day to

register for UNM's summer
session in Madrid. Students
should con tact the Office of In·
2 · ternational Programs as soon as
j possible if they plan on making
_q the trip to Spain this year.
·o;
Those enrolled in the summer
A session in Madrid will leave
Albuquerque on June 14, with
classes beginning on June 21.
The session ends July 30, but the
return charter flight will not
leave Frankfurt until August 16,
giving participants two weeks of
<!5 European travel at the end of the
~ term.
""
Co·Directors of the program
P.. for this session will be Robert
Kern of the history department
and Enrique Santamaria of the
department of modern and
classical languages.
Students .may enroll for up to

six hours. of credit from among
the following courses:
-Spanish 203, Intermediate
Spanish Conversation
-Span.ish 301, Advanced
Grammar and Conversation
-Spanish 302, Advanced Com·
position and Conversation
-History 336, Europe Since
1914
.
-History 395, Spain and Por·
tugal to 1700
-History 396, Spain and Portugal Since 1700
-History 548, Seminar in
Iberian History
-History 511, Graduate
Problems
Phot? by Wondell Hunt
All classes except History 511
Enrique Santamaria
are three credit hour courses. travel.
History 511 offers a variable one
All students will be into three hour credit option.
terviewed to determine their
Classes will meet four days per level of academic preparation,
week, allowing three days for Those enrolled in Spanish classes

will. be required to meet regular
UNM standards for language
students. The history classes will
be taught in English, ·
All students enrolled in the
Madrid program will be required
to have health and accident in·
surance.
Tuition runs at $115 for un·
dergraduate residents and $321
for non·resident undergrads.
Graduate tuition is five dollars
higher.
Transportation costs roundtrip should. tally about $700.
Students &hould also allow for
textbooks, insurance and lodging
costs.
Those interested in the
program should contact International Programs and Services as quickly as possible.
Deposits ($50) for, those enrolled
will be due on January 31.

Thinkaboot
your future.
At the National Security Agency, we think

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS: to carry out

about your future ... because ourfl1ttife an:ct· ·

research, design, development testing and

the future of this country's security depend
on having a team of intelligent, motivated
people. People like you. At NSA you will
help design and develop systems that are
vital to our nation ... secure communica; .
tions and computer systems which transmit,
receive and analyze crucial information.

evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale
communications and EDP devices
using the latest equipment for advanced
research within NSA's fully instrumented
laboratories.

Your career responsibilities will often
involve advancing technologies that take
you beyond the known and accepted
boundaries of knowledge. Imagination,
resourcefulness and a real desire for career
development are essential qualifications for:

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS: to participate
in systems analysis and systems programming related to advanced scientific and
operational applications. Software design
and development is included, as well as
support in hardware design, development
and modification.
LINGUISTS: Slavic, Near Eastern and
Oriental languages are particularly valuable
in a wide variety of translation, transcription,
analysis and documentation projects.
Spoken fluency is not essential, but knowledge of idiomatic, colloquial and dialectal
variations is desirable.
Come find your future at NSA ... today.
Schedule an NSA interview through your
Placement Office or write: Chief, College
Relations Branch, National Security
Agency, Fort George G.•Meade, Maryland
20755. Attn: M321. An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F.
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

do.

U-niversity to Get '76 Thunderbird·
The
Thunderbird,
last
published in May 1974, will reappear this semester, tentatively
con:;;isting of 64 pages and a circulation of 3000 to 3500 copies.
"It will be a rare item," Moore
said. "Nothing is firm as far as
magazine length and circulation
is concerned. Our plans are
totally flexible. Whatever we do,
it will be a significant departure
from pas~ Thunder birds."
Moore said the submission
deadline is February 13, and the
distribution deadline is April12.
He said the magazine is par---ticularly interested in getting
more short fiction (five to ten
typed pages) and line drawn art
work. The magazine will still be
accepting photography and
poetry. Moore said a person does
not have to be a student in order
to submit. "It'll be primarily undergraduate work but essentially
we are open to anybody," he said.

PhQtO by Howard Pa,cc

Robert Schulte

The Cellar
Opens Again
Tomorrow
By Harold Smith
Despite "bombing" last
semester, the Cellar coffeehouse
underneath Hokona dorm will
have approximately $6500 to'
work with this semester as a
new manager opens up the former cafeteria Friday.
Residence Hall Student
Association (RHSA) President
Julie Lenhart said the reason
the weekend and evening
recreation spot failed was its
lack of "atmosphere."
"We had a negative view of
the Cellar," she said. "We used
to hold dances in La Posada
because the atmosphere was
better."
The RHSA leader also said
there was "no communication"
between her group and the old
manager. But. she said, the dormitory representatives "didn't

have enough experience" last
term.
From the mandatory 50 cents
per dl'rmitory resident allotted
to the RHSA from the housing
fee the group plans to un
derwrite entertainment for dat:
ces including one Friday night
which will feature a funk/rock
band called the "Organization."
Lenhart said RHSA has
"roughly $900," but not all will
be used for the Cellar. "The
Cellar isn't our main function,''
she said.
Robert Schulte, housing and
food services director, said,
"With everything we're not
talking about a huge amount of
money. We are using work·
study people (to operate the
Cellar) because 80 per cent of
the salaries are picked up by
the federal government."
Cellar manager Michael J,
Hanrahan said he has 12 people
working for him, up~rom five
last semester. He satd he shortened the hours of past workers
he "inherited" in order to
acquire additional manpower.
The gung·ho llanrahan said
he hopes to change the image of
the Cellar, an antiseptic-looking,
stainless-steel kitchen and game
room, by adding some "com·
fortable junk." He has two den·
tist chairs already.
Hanrahan said the lights will
be tinted, the tables will not be
in straight lines, student artists
will paint murals on the walls,
and billiard lamps will be hung.
As of Thursday the Cellar
renovation was still underway,
but Hanrahan, a UNM
sophomore, said most of the
changes should be completed by
5:30 p.m. tomorrow when the
.plaer> opens .. ·.·.........
• .. . . .. • ..
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~
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some new staff members. Pat
Spahn and Mary Voldahl are
poetry editors, Joe Donnelly fie·
tion editor, and George Maxwell
and Debbie Karmann production
assistants.

r.

f

Submissions should have the
person's name, address and
phone number on the manuscript
and be accompanied with a selfaddressed stamped envelope.
Submissions may be left in the
Student Publications office in
Marron Ha11Rm.131.

this Thunderbird will be
"primarily quality", a different
format and some humor.
Another spark in the new
Thunderbird is the interest of

saoso

AND GET A FAMOUS REALISTIC®
HOME STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM
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George Moore

REALISTIC: ••
FOR THE MUSIC-MINDED

Moore said this is a very important issue. "It is a last shot to
pull the Thunderbird off," he
said. "The main goal is to make a
good issue and get the
organization back on its feet. We
hope to build it up to where there
will be an issue each semester."

i

Deadline This Sunday
·If you were married at any
All employees who have had
taxes withheld from their checks time in the past year you may file
during the last year should a joint return with your spouse.
receive W -2 forms from their em- The IRS considers a couple
married on Dec. 31, 1975,
ployers by February 1, 1976.
If you do not receive your w-2 , married for the entire year of
form contact your employer or 1975.
It is important to get your W-2
former employers, then contact
forms
as early as possible. The
the local Internal Revenue Serlonger
you wait to file a return,
vice office, 517 Gold Ave. S.W. or
the
longer
you wait for any
call 766-3401.
refund
from
the
government.
Anyone who has earned less
than $8000 may be eligible for a
tax credit even if they have not
paid taxes or had taxes withheld
in their checks.
To be eligible for a tax credit
you must maintain, for an entire
Anyone who wishes to subscribe to Latin
year, a household which includes Americar1,
a Lon<lon based newsletter, 1'3 weekly
at least one 'dependent child un- issues £or $5,85, contact SOLAS, 277-3203 by
Thursday arternoon,
der 19 years old.

Moore said he would also like
some experienced people to work
on the layout of the magazine.
Of the $1,351 appropriated for
the Thunderbird, almost all of it
is going to be used for paper and
print.
Office hours for George Moore
are from 1 to ·a p.m. on Wed·
nesdays and Joe Donnelly from
11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. on Mon·
days. The Thunderbird office is
located in Marron Hall Rm. 105.
The phone number is 277-6259.

W-2 Wage Forms

• Realistic STA-90 AM-FM Stereo
Receiver with Two Tape
Monitors!
• Two Optimus-18 Walnut Veneer
Floor/Shelf Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-1 00 Manual
Turntable with Base and $39.95
Realistic/ADC Elliptical Cartridge
Regular Separate Items Price ..

639.80
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University Club for Saucer TosserS Formed
fContin Ucd from pug~ 1)

head collide with a gliding pie
plate.
The term "Frisbie" came
..c
0
to
mean
what the word "Fore"
....:1
means
to
a golfer-to watch his
.....:>.
head.
o;l
The
craze
continued
~
0
throughout
the
1940s
and
50s. It
.....u remained for Fred Morrison to
!><
(l)
the Frisbee into what it
:;g develop
is. today. Working in a dark
~
basement, Morrison scrapped
(l)
the metal pie plate in favor of the
now famous plastic o_void design.
00
(l)
Morrison's invention attracted
b/J
o;l
little national publicity in 1954,
p..,
but while the French Foreign
Legion was fighting an heroic but
losing battle at Dien Bien Phu,
Mor!"ison's invention was quietly
bought up by· the Whammo corporation.
Ho Chi Minh, Charles De
Gaulle and General Giap have
gone the way of all flesh but the
Frisbee remains.
Morrison's toy was quickly
taken up by adults, and went on
to outlive its two major 1950's
rivals, the hula-hoop and the
skateboard.
The spir·it of Morrison and all
those anonymous Yalies lives on
in the brothers Dexter. Pat plans
to hold a Frisbee tournament at
UNM within the next two months.
"We tried to start a Frisbee
Club at UNM just before the
Spring break," said Pat Dexter.
"The weather didn't cooperate
with us, but we are hopef~JI that
the organization will gain force
this semester."
"The director of the Rocky
'Mountain region of the IFA came
down here two weeks ago and is
very interested in setting up a
six state Frisbee tournament
within the year," said Dexter.
"We hope to form a UNM Varsity
Ultimate Frisbee team within the
next year or two to compete with
other colleges."
Ultimate Frisbee is the major
Frisbee game used in in·
tercollegiate
competition.
Ultimate Frisbee resembles soc·
cer, with each team endeavoring
to throw its Frisbee across a goal
line.
Intercollegiate Frisbee is no
joke, nor is it small-time. "There
is a 21-school league in the Northeast," said Dexter. "Among
the schools fielding varsity

-

,

z

·~

Dexter urged those interested
in Frisbee to attend a meeting
this coming Monday, Feb. 2 in
Room 150 of Johnson Gym at 7
p.m. Dexter said that he would
be happy to answer any
questions people might have
about Frisbee at the meeting or
by calling 268-2827.
The road to being a Master
Frisbee Thrower has been long
and hard. "I've been practicing
several hours every day for the
past three years just to get this
far," said Dexter, "but I think
the whole thing has been worth
it. It's an exciting sport, it takes
great skill and at the rate Frisbee
is going, the opportunities in·
volved are unlimited."

..

tj< . THINK EVANGELICAL

Ultimate Frisbee teams are
Rutgers, Harvard, Yale and MIT.
A smaller league exists on the
West Coast, with several teams
coming from Berkeley."
There are two other popular
Frisbee games besides Ultimate
Frisbee-folf and guts. "Folf is
played exactly like golf, except
instead of hdes there are targets
to throw the Frisbee through,"
Dexter said.
Dexter and several other
Frisbee enthusiasts have
designed a folf course for the
University, beginning at the Battleship New Mexico's bell on the
mail, weaving aroundo the mall
area and ending back up at the
bell.
"It's a nine hole, par 25 course," said Dexter. "The final sh~:~t
involves ringing the bell with the
Frisbee."
Guts, as the name implif!s,
requires a· certain amount of intestinal fortitude. The first
Frisbee game ever developed, it
takes its major features from the
gunfight at the O.K. Corral.
A five man team lines up sideby·side (a Ia the Earps and Doc
Holliday) and proceed to fling
their Frisbees as fast and as hard
as possible at a similarJy
arranged team standing about 15

yards away. The object is to cat·
ch the Frisbee thrown at you
with one hand. Considering the
velocities involved, this can be a
brisk experience.
"The nice thing about guts is
that it's a non-contact sport,"
said Dexter. "You don't have to
hurt anybody, yet you can really
work out your frustrations.
There is no pressure to· catch the
Frisbee if you choose not to." .
Possibly the most sensational
aspect of the whole sport of
Frisbee is the free-style competition. Frisbee experts show
up from all over the United
States and Canada to compete in
the type of field tourney Dexter
plans to hold at UNM.
"Field tourneys competitions
involve maximum time aloft, accuracy,
throw-run-and-catch
trials and free style events," said
Dexter.
Frisbee records have been
compiled, giving the novice a
target to aim for. Want to try
breaking the world distance
record? It's 112 yards, held by
John Kirkland of Boston.
Kirkland also holds the record
for throw-run-catch (throwing a
Frisbee boomerang style, running to another point and catching it.)

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
.__ _ _ _•

AT THE UNIVERSITY. OF NEW MEXICr·

Alb11qllei•q11e Children's Theate••
Presents
The All-Time Favorite Fantasy

Aliee In Wonderland
Saturday,January 31-1:30 & 3:30
Sunday, February 1-1:30 & 3:30

January 29

I have not been bold in rcprl'scnting Christ oulsidi thc'clmrch bcl'ausc I
didn't want to be idcnWied \\lith those for whom evangelism .is a neurosis,
What I'm coming to realize is that I end up being idcntifiC'd with the nmsscs
who cnrc nothing about faith, hopt• and love in the lives around them.
lf I truly abhor "christian" propaganda and srnall·mindt'dness, 1 oughL to st~p out and show
this campus a better model of Christian witness, ''For whocv£1r is ashamed of me and of my
words, of him will the Son (If man b!! ashamed .. .," (Luke 9:26)

Jtolund ~1cGregor, Campus Mini!lter
United Mlnil•terics Center
1801 Las Lomas, Nl<~ - Phone: 247-0·197
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High ·Schools Blamed for Declining Scores
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Accui;acy Champ of the world
is Dan Poddiek of Long Beach,
while the maximum time a
F;-isbee has been kept aloft, 15
seconds, was accomplished by a
young Canadian, Ken Westerfield.
Dogs have even joined in.
"There is a future in Frisbee for
dogs," said Dexter. "We'd like to
have them in a tournament in
Albuquerque, but that depends
on the In tram ural Department."
Canine acrobatics notwithstanding, Dexter's group intends to hold a tourney soon. The
Intramural Department has
· agreed to hold a tournament here
in April, and plans are in the
works to institute intracity competition through the Parks and
Recreation Department.
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part and 30 points on the math
section between 1963 and 1975.
The decline in 1975 over the 1974
scores was the largest single
drop to date," he said,
"A report from the College Entrance Examination Board
(CEEB) finds the drop in test
performance is 'real.' Previous
rationalizations-lower
scores
might be caused by technical
changes in the tests or by greater
numbers of poor and minority
students taking the test-do not
hold up. The reason for the drop
was a decline in what the CEEB
termed a 'decline in student's
developed reasoning ability.'
"In 1967, nine per cent of UNM
freshmen required-remedial help
in English. In 1975, 34 per cent
fell in this group. In social sciences reading, 11 per cent fell into
this lowest quartile in 1967 and
44 per cent fell into it in 1975.
"Finally, a recently released
study shows that one in five
Americans, twenty-three million
persons,
are
functionally
illiterate," Huber said. "This
means that they cannot read
newspaper help-wanted ads, cannot make a train reservation or
even figure the best buy in a
grocery store.
"There are no easy solutions,"
Huber said. "It is far too easy to
blame the school system for all
the ills we are presently experiencing. The schools may
share the blame, but they should
not be made into scapegoats.

Schools 'are being called on to do
a job that they were not
originally designed for.
"The first problem in approaching an answer to this
problem is to convince the
citizenry that this is a crucial
issue," he said. "The second
problem is to persuade people
that the evidence of the various
thermometers (test results,
research findings and related
studies) are accurate, reliable,
and that there is a 'real crisis that
requires immediate attention by

to fix the car, not ignore the ther- enculturating functions, and
"What we need is to take an
mostat, or yank it out of the car philosophical differences.
honest look at the realities of the
because it didn't say what you
"What we have to realize is situation and take steps to
wanted to hear," Huber said.
that the more time and effort the correct our problems. A middle
"Most of the debates we see schools . dedicate to effective ground exists which is workable,
going on over test scores are best skills must come at the expense defensible and fits the bo.unds of
characterized as acrimonious at- ·of the cognitive.
reality."
tacks on ·educators and school
systems by those who disagree
with present trends in experimental schools and funding
a future you'll probably live to see.
demands, answered by equally
shrill responses from those who
feel threatened and whose
responses are the result of a comill.
. pulsion to defend themselves.
"It is unrealistic to debate the
"The underlying issue that
relative merits of the ACT, or precipitated ·these debates is
ignore the results because you philosophic," said Huber. "Both
don't want to hear them," he sides are genuinely concerned
[§)@~
said. "All the tests do is to serve with youth and education.
as thermometers. If the ther6:30 8:15 10:00
"There are a myriad of conmostat in your car indicated that tributing factors," he said, .__mll[lll!lll~e-•
--m•o•vl!ll'e-....
your engine was. overheated, the "sociological movements, the abmost logical thing to do would be dication of parents in important
-The Harder They Come
Jimmy Cliff does a crazy reggae.

The year is 2024__ _

@

... Officer's Salary
fContinllcd r"rom page 1}

free films for students for the next 12 weeks.
Engineer's Joint Council requested $2874. Last year, the EJC
asked for $900. Project Consejo requested an additional $1750, while
Black Student Union asked for$1150 to operate this semester.
KUNM wanted $490, IFC $775, Speakers $1065, the Film Committee $700 and Delta Sigma Pi $1130.
Several resolutions and obscure modifications to current ASUNM
Jaw were also debated. Senator Alfred Santistevan introduced a
resolution calling on the Senate to "fully endorse the aims, purposes
and goals of Chicano studies." The resolution passed unanimously.
The next Senate meeting will be held next Wednesday night, tentatively scheduled to be held in the SUB ballroom. Most of the appropriation bills introduced tonight will probably be acted upon then.
All students are welcome to attend the meetings.
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Captain Vidio

Chapter 6
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DON PANCHO'S

2108CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

Gene Hackman
lsa dicl< looking
foro lost lady

'mic:,eal Caine
·Lawrence Olivier
Mon-Wed
5:30·10:00 Night
7:30 Slueth

7 LESSONS $20 tuition - call to enroll

Day ·classes 9- 10 a.m. or 2 - 3 p.m.
Evening classes 6 p.m.. to 7 p.m.

t

__Open

Mind Bookstore

3010 Central
~-

----- -------

SE<opp. Lobo Theater)

-

262-0066

ThursdG.Y

OKIE'S
Presents

LISA
GYLKISON
ALSO

lffiPORTED Bee

75c
ten 'till ll

Tickets- In Advance~ 1.25
At The Door~1.50
Gmttps 10 ot more ad,·ance 31.00 each
'

Tel. 277-3121
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Floots, Cleors Over Houseboat
i In New Release Of 'Young Lodies'
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She finally comes to life is really the. most enjoyable part
By TERRY ENGLAND
enough to run away from home · of the book. Leo lives with Helen.
and find her older sister who ran They have shared the houseboat
* • •
for the past five years and each
away from home years earlier.
By Susan Walton
Elsie is painfully shy, but led. their own lives.
This censorship thing sometimes gets pretty sticky. In television, the
"The Middle Mist" is a delight- Renault's writing makes it ·
It is over the relationship of question becomes a morass of seemin,gly unanswerable questions and
ful, well-written novel of love and possible to read through the first Leo and Helen on which much ell]otional ideals.
people set. in England in the half of the book until Elsie speculation has centered. The
1930s.
arrives, unannounced, on the back cover of this edition of the
On one side, we have the right to know (news) and the freedom of exThis paperback edition is a re- gangway of her sister's book says, "It is the story of two pression. (entertainment). The other side is the right of the consuming
release of Renault's "The Frien- houseboat.
beautiful and complex women- · public to protect property, decide morality, and keep intact privacy.
dly Young Ladies" which became
lovers
for five years- ..." Other
The change of mood from CorIt is true most of the programming decisions are made in the major
"The Middle Mist" when it was nwall to the Thames houseboat is critics have said Renault wrote population centers, like New York and Los Angeles. It is true many of the
published in the United States in like throwing off the sticky this. after reading "The Well of people involved in those decisions have liberal bent; that is, their ideas are
1945.
gloom of southwestern England Loneliness," which set her into most often associated with those political leaders also labeled liberal.
With a setting in Cornwall and and diving into what used to be gales of laughter at its inepAnd, it is also· true much of the viewing public is of the conservative
a Thames houseboat, the novel the refreshingly crisp and cool titude.
has seve!'al focuses.
I see it as the warm relation- bent. I am not prepared to say more "conservatives" watch television than
waters of the Thames.
The first is Elsie, the daughter
Leo, Elsie's older sister, is a ship of two women who are con- "liberals," because I cannot see anybody ever being able to say such a
of a very unhappily married bright, vigorous woman who tent to live with each other and thing. The point ·is, where does one man's art end and another man's porcouple. Elsie lives a very isolated radiates warmth until she sees a don't give a damn about what nography begin?
life which begins to open up a bit· thr.eat and then she becomes an others think of them or their
The Prime-Time Access Rule and the Family Viewing Hour are devices
when a handsome young doctor excellent, entertaining actress.
living arrangements, perhaps
designed
to help clarify this problem. Prime-time gives the local stations an
(Peter) attends her in a minor
The houseboat and Leo are the because they themselves don't
extra
half-hour
to do with as they please. This does not mean they have to
illness.
second focus of the book and this think anything of it.
fill
it
with
public-affairs
programming or expanded news. If the station
The final focus of the book is
chooses
to
fill
it
with
.reruns
of old situation comedies, then they have that
the bittersweet relationship of
Leo and a neighbor, Joe. This prerogative. The Family Hour makes certain there will not be violence or
relationship is best left sex during the time t!Je children may be watching.
unrevealed as it is really the best
What the Family Hour advocates ar.e assuming, I think, is that average
part of the book.
viewers
are too dumb to know what is good for them, and what is
Joe describes Leo aptly, "You
dangerous
to their well-being. It is an unreasonable assumption that
have the citadel of freedom in
you, without which, to me, people children do not watch beyond a certain hour. It is even more unreasonable
are only so much breathing to assume they are not aware of what they are watching. If they are
young, then their parents are aware of it. That in itself is another assumpflesh."
tion
of Family Hour: most parents use the television for babysitting. If ifis
Peter, the doctor, is a villain
true,
then the parents are responsible for the consequences.
who runs throughout the novel. I
find him repulsive and harmful,
The Argument of the On-Off Switch is held to be invalid by some
but the remarks of the characters
people.
This is not true. The freedom to turn the set off is available to all
describe him as "rather charAmericans,
no matter what cre.ed, national origin, religion, color, sex,
ming."
political persuasion, weight, height, economic status or physical make-up.
Renault was trained as a nurse There is even the free choice of not buying a television at all. .
«nd it is with this background
that she makes her astute comOf course, the freedom guaranteed by the Constitution is a conditional.
ments on doctors like Peter and
We
cannot be totally free to ignore the responsibility toward each other.
nurses like Helen.
it
cannot be taken too far the other way, either. We should not have to
But
I would imagine Peter (the
be
told
what is morally right. For the National Association of Broadcasters
Feb. 16, 1,976 8:30 P.M.
wimp) is Renault's own view of
to
accept
at face value the intent of the Family Viewing Hour is an abmen-rather charming-but at
dication,
on
their part, of the responsibility toward the public. Yes, they
Civic Auditorium
heart they are fickle
have
a
responsibility
to program for all aspects of American life, but No, it
manipulators.
Tickets Available At:
cannot
be
an
excuse
to hide under a rock, a rock labeled Family Viewing
Renault examines the painful
SRO, General Store. Gold Street, Reidlings,
first love of a girl, the love of a Hour.
21st Century Sound (Eubank). Pimentel Guitars (1st Plaza)
• mature woman and the love of
Kalso Earth Shoes (Coronado center)
two people who live happily with
The question here has a lot to do with who has first say on their rights.
one another.
This country is based on majority rule. And if the majority wants bland
"The Middle Mist" has been t.elevision, then by God that's what you'll get. That may not be fair, and it
!!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll! called Renault's second weakest may not even be right. But that's American television, and American
book and this may well be true. television has a tendency to ignore the individual.
But if it is, all I can say is there
So censorship in all its blatant forms is an everyday occurence in
are some really good books left to television. And some people will not rest until everything else is the same
way.
be read.
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"Presidential Spending Power"
Louis Fisher
Prince ton
University
Press/$3.1,5
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T ·eq·UI••a
Su.nrises
•

Lomas, N.E. Thursday, Jan. 29,1 to 4 p.m.
Applications for two student openings on

Speakers Committee will be accepted until Feb. 5.
Apply Student Gov't office, 242, SUB
Symphony or Life offers classes in meditation,

llatha yoga, astrology, T'ai Chi

'

Chuh,

metaphysical B1ble study, psycho-cybernetics;
children's classes, discussion groups, and more.

Furthcrinfocaii898·9120,M·F,10a.m.lo3p.m.
The ASUNM crafts Shop has facilities ror

~~:t~;;~p;:;.~·.~ik::,:~~~·::a::~~~:.:~i:;.;
crafts. Available to all students. It's in the SUB
basement next to the Goines Area, open 9 a.m. to 9

p.m. Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday and noon to 5p.m. Saturday,

ll~ eg1ntung
• • square Dance LeSsons starling how.

ComcandgiveiLatry,7p.m.cveryThursda,y.rm
176 Johnson

c

Gym.

No

dancitlg

cxperict1cc

nccessary.Nextthreeweeksarofree.
Applicalions for ASUNM Constitutional Con·
vention can_ be picked up at the Student Gov't ot·
£ice,rm242tSUB.Noexpericncencces.!lary.

AlJ Night Long
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Applications for ASUNM Student Court cnn be
plckedupalS!udenLGov'toffice,rm.242,SUB.
The UNM Bnllrdom Dance Club will hold a
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Madrid, Spain in(ormation meeting. All_invitcd,

life written by him and his former roommate at Harvard?
It is an interesting book,
nonetheless. If there was ever a
fan of stardom, it was Cavett. It
would almost seem he' spent his
whole life working out ways to
get next to somebody famous.
Even after he achieved a fame

(or a notoriety) of his own, he
still was in awe when he sat
next to someone famous.
This star-struck quality
probably helped make the
characterization of his talk show
what it was. He could approach
a person as a genuine celebrity,
and not a:S "my closest friend,"
the favorite line of several other
talk-show hosts.
But not everybody rates this
white glove treatment. When
Nor man Mailer was .on the
show, Cavett let his feelings be

known about Mailer's pompous
attitude. When Mailer mentioned Cavett's notes, Cavett
came back with a reply that is
still repeated in intellectual circles: "Why don't you fold it five
ways and put it where the Moon
don't shine?"
All kidding aside, however,
Cavett was probably one of the
better talk show hosts. (I say
probably because this information comes to me secondhand. I rarely watched Cavett
because of my philosophy about
anything that get!!, good reviews
and comments from the public is
usually suspect.) Maybe it was
Harvard, or maybe it· was the
Mid-west upbringing that makes
Cavett so interesting. Maybe it
was heredity, but in any case
Cavett had, shall we say, a certain well, unfortunately I don't
know French so I can't tell you
what he does have. If you have
never seen Cavett on the air,
then you wouldn't know either.
Like Cavett says on the book
cover: "Everything you wanted
to know about me, my guests,

Power, Power, Who Hos Power?

. I\I
cof(ec .served. International Center, 1808 Las

*

Review"' by Terry England
The first question that arises
(at least in my mind) is what
qualifies a coinedian to be talkshow host. There are two wellknown such men, Dick Cavett
and Johnny Carson.
Both are (as they have pointed out many times) from the
American mid-west. Both have
practiced magic at one time or
another. And Cavett even
worked for Carson at one time.
Which does not answer the
original question. Is it because
their wit can put guests at
ease? Because a funny
monologue at the beginning will
hold an audience for 90 minutes
(minus commercials, naturally)?
Because laughter is the best
medicine?
Does it really matter?
Do you really care enough
about Cavett to go out and
spend $1.95 for a book about his

ON STAGE'

:
:
;

Star-Struck Cavett Becomes a Stat

"Cavett"
Dick Cavett &
Christopher Porterfield
Bantam/$1,95

••

0 "The Middle Mist"
~ Mary Renault
~ Popular Library/$1,50

b

Th~

525 Line
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timely as well as accurate tracing
the formation and history behind
the brainchild of a disgraced
Pr~sident.

Fisher chiefly alleges repeated
*
Review by David Shaw
confrontations with Congress as
Senator William Proxmire the principal wrongdoings of the
wants you to read this book by Office of Management and
Louis Fisher, a Congressional Budget. The act establishing the
staffmember, on the evils of OMB precipitated confrontation
Presidential prerogatives in the with the Foposal that policies be
Federal budget; a complex book the chief function of the
written with a definite Domestic Council and its first
bias-which the author freely ad- director, John Ehrlichman, while
mits-in trying to show how still vesting control and ad·
Nixon "made a monkey out of the ministration in the Office of
legislature,"
Management and Budget. This.
Mr. Fisher does not take long prompted one Republican
to build to his point as the first Congressman to object to the
two chapters. run stop-gap · "permanent new layer of power
through to the administration (the Domestic Council) ...able to
of. .. Richard M. Nixon. The operate under the protection of
chronicle of the Budget Bureau is executive privilege."

The unfortunate thing about
Fisher's book is his inability to
attest to the crimes of the OMB
with the excellent details he supplies in other instances of interest to Cold War buffs, such as
showing how Nixon financed the
Cambodian war effort in secrecy.
He (Fisher) is redeemed in summaries of CIA and other secret
funds. · ·
For those truly interested in
expenditure and appropriation,
the explanations are excellent.
The book clearly attacks Nixon
and his policies (Chapter 8: "Impoundment: The Nixon Legacy")
and it suffer&, however.
There is more than can
legitimately be included in a
review. Take my advice-read
the book.

my back-stage life, is in this
book ... unfortunately ." The ellipses !lre his also.
He's not kidding much when
he says unfortunately, either.
For a man as publicity shy as
Cavett a story of his life that
bares all is unusual, to say the
least. This could probably be
blamed on his former Harv!lrd
roommate Christopher Por- ·
terfield, who is a journalist. He
probably needed a something to
practice his journalism on, and
since Cavett was his friend,
here we are with Cavett's life
story.
What I'm trying to say is
Cavett's life story is not one
that will live on as great
literature, but is entertaining
for followers of the medium.
Being that Cavett is a rare entity in TV, this makes him

"'......

Clq
('!)

~

......

z

('!)
medium rare.
::;:
All in all, though, it is an in~
teresting book, Outside of ('!)
:><
Cavett, it is interesting to see .....
the inside of network television. '0"'
Cavett's descriptions of some of t:J
the scuttlefish (to borrow a .....
phrase from Harlan Ellison) who '<
control the tube is very in- 0t"
formative. Cavett, of course, 0"
being an intellectual, had to 9.....
fight most of them most of his ::1
career. He lost. Proof: when ~
was the last time you saw him
'<
on the tube?
1:\:)
I would like to see him back. ~
This time, I will try to give him .....
~
a better chance. After hearing -4
.a>
him talk in his book (the book is
set up like a talk-show interview) I think he might be interesting.
· But then I used to think Captain Video was interesting.
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You are invited
to our

Ski Sale

Quality ski touring equipment
now on sale at 20·%_off retail
•
pnces
SKIS

BOOTS -

POLES

BINDINGS
RUSTAD-HUSKY-KARHU-SILVA.

TRAIL HAus
1031 San Mateo S.E.
256-9190
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Eight muralist Artists Paint White Walls
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I have limited parking
space available just
two blocks from the SUB
call 266-3663
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Thousands of frames.
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2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
TELEPHONE (505)266-3211
N.M. 87106

1

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St: ai Candelaria
PHONE 344•5002
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ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS
and UNM Academic Program

.
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~~~u§MSMER, t9~76~~~~
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SYn7e~;~;~~~~~
Should Contact :
The Office of International
Programs & Services
TheUniversityofNewMexico
1717 Roma, N.E.
Albuquerque,N,M.87131

MADRID, SPAIN
June 21· July 30, 1976
. Courses in Spanish
and History
277-4032

REQUEST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM:
International Programs & Services:

Phone 277-4032

Very heavy demand for June to August
, E
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!,----One -D.·ay Sale.
I
At R·00t S

'

Sunday, February 1, Roots ·will
h ave a one d ay saIe f or pover t y
stricken students.
100 pairs of used, returned and
reconditioned Roots at prices in
the $15-$17.50-$20-$22.50 rang·e.
Sale a· t txTn'nrock store o~ n· ly
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wipes them OUt
The single application Hquid that kills body, head

~~gsc~~bc~~~c~~~~~~~~

and safe to use. No prescription needed. Ask
your druggist for Triplex.

Youngs Drug Products Corp.'i!
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averaging 11.5 caroms per contest. Although she started in the
last game, she has grabbed most
of these rebounds coming off the
bench.'

really hard to do well at horne
and it was a poor performance,"
said the blonde Born.
Two days later UNM clobbered Wyoming 65-44 in the Pit
before more than 7000 students
arriving early for the men's
game. Explaining the turnaround, Beth said, "Wyoming
was a lot less experienced than
UNO. I think we relaxed more
that time too."
The junior from Highland,
playing in her third year for
UNM, is probably the ·most improved player back from last
(Co~ilnued

on page 14)

By Peter Madrid
·Placing strongly in both the
slalom and giant slalom, the
combined UNM ski team leads
the Central Intermountain
Alpine League (CIAL) after two
:weekends of racing.
The men's alpine team ill tied
with Colorado College as both
teams have 147 points, The
women's team' is well ahead of
its competition. ·~ At A-Basin,
Colo., the men's team took first
and the women's team captured
second. At Lake Eldors, Colo.,
the men's team took first again
and the women placed third.
Coach George Brooks' men's
team captured. two straight.
firsts in the giant slalom event.
Tim Cottam and Jose Sena have
been the strong points in
Brooks' lineup. At A-Basin,
Cottam was first, Sena was
second and alpine/nordic racer
Chris Dean finished seventh.
Dean also finished third in the
slalom race followed by
teammate Chris W~ilson.
The women's team has
captpred first and fifth in the
giant slalom. Cindy Stone and
Kathy Campbell have been the
outstanding performers for
Brooks this season. Campbell
was edged out by former
Olympic skier Toni Portland of
Utah on the giant slalom course.
Portland skied for the Swedish
national team in the 1972
Sapporo Olympics. Portland
captured the giant slalom race
at Lake Eldora.

. The I;obos boast a huge front
lme this year with some big
freshmen, but when Beth goes
for a rebound she looks like an
aspen in a forest of oaks.

~ -!

_Lfi"GELLS

•ALBUQUERQUE to
FRANKFURT $455·

By Tim Gallagher
When you look at the statistics
and see that UNM is outrebounding its conference foes by 15
rebounds per game, you start to
look for reasons.
You need look no further than
junior Beth Born.
Beth is currently the leading
_rebounder on the UNM squad
Daily Lobo

if

'Regular Weeklv TGC Charters
via Denver to FRANKFURT
•Stay from 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership required ·
anybody can go
•CAB approved & operated by
CONDOR AIRLINES, World's
largest charter ca...t!r, fully
owned by the German Federal
Goverr.men t
•Convenielit,.same·day connections betl.l(een Albuquerque and
Denl!er,
·

Slim Beth Born
Is Board Leader ',

·-I

i!
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Beth Born, although only 5-10 and 121 pounds, leads the
UNM women's basketball team.

~

Parking Hassles?
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Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/B~aquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass

..•.
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A white, blank wall makes a good canvas occasionally. Particularly
when the wall is next to a parking lot, which in itself is not much to
look at. Even so, it takes a quick look to see what those strange pictures are on the Lobo Men's Shop, unless traffic is heavy and the light
at Yale and Central is slow.
Funded partially by a Ford Foundation grant and the UNM
Graduate Student Association, eight student artists have decor&ted
the west wall of the Lobo Men's Shop with individual murals.
Projects in Painting is a graduate-level course and most of the artists involved in the mural project are using some of their own money.
''This is not a collaborative mural but is a collaborative effort," said
John Wenger, UNM associate professor of art. The students were
responsible for getting their own m&terials writing the Ford grant application, getting permission from the store owners and creating their
own mural images."
Wenger also said since this is the first project of its kind done outdoors, reactions to it have been quiet. "To get the word out we are
doing a half-hour documentary film and we are doing on-the-street interviews which will be used as the audio for the film. The most
significant thing to come out or'these interviews so far is one man who
asked the store
- owner how much. it cost "

;:s

"'......

()(l

At 5-10, 121 pounds Beth understates, ""I'm kind of small."
However, she is not surprised
that she leads the team in
rebounding because, "Rebounding is all positi(!ning. I learned it
from watching guy's · games,
mostly Bernard Hardin. They
position real well."

George Brooks

The UNM cross-country
skiers traveled to A-Basin with
Brooks' alpine skiers. Coach
Klaus Weber's nordics took
third place. Although this was
the tea!JI's first race under
Weber, the coach said he was
very pleased by their
performance.
"The other teams were made
up of Colorado skiers," Weber
said, "although our kids put out
their best effort."
Brooks said, "I have been
happy so far with the way the
team is skiing. I feel there are a
couple of individuals that can
perform better than they are
doing now. The A-Basin race
was not that good but we did a
lot better at Lake Eldora."

Fem Track Try Outs
The Barbara Butler-coached Lobo women's track squad begins
practice on Monday, 2:30p.m., at University Stadium.
Butler said any full-time woman student can try out for the team.
For further information contact Butler at 897-0085 in the evenings or
Susan Craig, women's sports information director, at 277-3724.
Those who decide to try their luck at the gruel of every-day practice will team up with the likes of Lynn Bjorkland and Laurie
Gilliland. Bjork land is a long distance runner who runs with her
brother, UNM men's cross country runner Mark Bjorkland, over the
mountain roads near Los Alamos.
Gilliland was the 1975 Daily LOBO woman athlete of the year.
Last year the team was headed by Kathy Marpe, but Marpe has cut
her duties to guiding only the basketball and volleyball teams. Butler
is a former discus champion from UNM.
One supposes there is no harm in trying. If you are a woman, but
have class conflicts, contact Butler or leave your name and number in.
room 8 of Carlisle gym.

Equipment

Down parkas, Bags
tents and packs
Find out how
they're made
6307 Menaul NE

The women are receiving much
more media coverage' this year
and Beth says, "The publicity
makes us more nervous,
especially that first game in the
Pit. We were really shakey ."

Across from
Coronado

Center

Northern Colorado beat the
Lobos in that contest last Thursday night. "We were trying

·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
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Announces: This._friday, 4:00 to 8:00p.m.
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Bar Drinks 2 for 1
& BEER only 2Se
Music by
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By Tim Gallagher
The leading scorer for the
UNM women's basketball team
will not be making the crucial
swing through Utah for two
conference games due to an in·
jury.
Patty Howell, who had been
. leading the team with a 12 poin·
ts per game average, was in·
jured in practice late Tuesday.
The Farmington sophomore
sustained stNined ligaments in
her right knee and will not
travel with the team to Utah for
games with Utah State Thursday and Weber State Saturday. It is hoped that she will be
bac.k in action by next week.
Howell is leading the team in
free throw percentage by virtue
of her 72 per cent average. She
is also second in rebounding
with 8.8 caroms per contest.
UNM coach Kathy Marpe
said, "It's not as bad as we
thought it was at first, but Pat·
ty being out is going to hurt us
a lot. We're going to have to do

By Harold Smith
Norm Ellenberger and his crew will be traveling to Mormon coun·
try over the weekend for cage clashes with Western Athletic Conference foes Utah and Brigham Young.
The Cougars, who are off to a dismal start with an 0-3 record in
WAC competition, will face the still-in-there Wolfpack on Friday
night in Marriott Center, the largest basketball showplace it~ the
United States. The arena holds 22,700 Cougar fans.
·AFTER EITHER UPPING its record to 4-1, or dropping to 3-2, the
Lobos will leave Provo for the valley for Joseph Smith to meet the
runnin' Utes. The Utes are a sturdy 2-1 in the WAC, all three contests
·
being played on the road.
If Ricky Williams can quarterback his squad to play a half of good
basketball like they did against Nevada-Las Vegas, Wyoming and
near the end of the Arizona game, New Mexic.o could leave the Cougar
recruiters begging for a black.
Defense is still UNM's main problem. No matter what George
Berry says, the Lobos will have to play differently on the opponent's
end of the court if they intend to win. Of course, if that's not the most
Photo by Jo Lope.z
important part, but rather hdw many points one scores a game, then it
Albuquerque pro Chap goalie, Jerry Farwell, guards the net. Jerry is taking his life in his
doesn't matter if you win or lose.
Winning does, however, draw pro recruiters.
own hands. The puck ain't soft & the opposition ain't little.
AS FAR AS UTAH goes, Williams will have his hands full containing play-maker Jeff Jonas. Watching the spunky Jonas against
Ute rival, BYU, on television Saturday, he looked like Williams would
be the only one on the UNM squad who could handle him. Dan Davis is
not fastest enough. Arizona's Jim Rappis ran circles around him.
People are hurt in athletics on Albuquerque's own Norm Also next week will be a
Another problem Davis had been having until the Wildcat thriller every day, but few sports, even Cacy. That is if the sophomore wrestling feature on UNM's best,
was his double-pump jump shots. Double pumps are okay if Bob Elliot the infamously grinding game of forward will talk to the LOBO. Frank Gilpin.
and AI Fleming are standing over you beneath the basket, but when football, are physically cruel as - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - you have a clear shot from the free-throw line, a straight up-and ..down ice hockey. And a lot of the
jumper will suffice. It would probably be easier to put through the danger in hockey is caused by
hoop.
·
player-produced fights.
The Saturday Utah game will be tough. The UU basketballers beat
Lobo staffers J o Lopez and Joe
Arizona State and BYU at home, and lost a squeaker to Arizona at
Donnelly will have a feature on
home. In this reporter's opinion Utah is the team to beat in the WAC.
WITH ALL THIS criticism there is still a lot of good things to say the sport of hockey and the ways
about Lobo basketball. Ellenberger continues to be a dynamite coach athletes try to prevent injury.
(even if he is hard to get along with at practice), and Williams is un- Lopez has pictures, and Donnelly
along with Lopez, will write the
believable (especially that behind-the-back assist fling to Berry.)
Continuing, Larry Gray's turn-around jumper is devastating, story from interviews of local pro
Berry's ball-handling is flashy, Cacy's break for the basket is picture hocky pla.yers.
perfect and Dave Otero is a good example to the rest of the squad on
Next week look for a feature
how to play with motivation.
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a lot of shuffling and moving
people around."
Marpe said Linda Hattox
would move into Howell's starting wing position. Other star-

'

ters will be Margaret Gonzales
at point, Janie Cotner at the ·
other wing, Beth Born at forward and for the first time,
Carol Moreland at center.

Snow Trel< Tapped
The ski season for New
Mexicans this winter has been
almost as bad as it's been for
snow fans in Odessa. Pretty soon
Coloradoans will have stickers
that say, "If Albuquerqueans
were meant to ski, God would

Texas Instruments

electronic calculator
SR-50A

• Performs all classical sl1de rule funchons-simple anthmehc. reciprocals
factorials. expotent1ation. roots. trigonometric and loganthm1c
1unct1ons. al11n free floatmg decimal p01nt or m scientific notation
• Features an algebraic keyboard w1th smgle lunchon keys for easy
problem solv•ng
• Mostluncl1ons process displayed data only-allows separate
processmg of data before entry m a complex calculation
• Memory allows storage and recall of numbers. features sum key for
accumulatiOn to memory
• Calculales answers to 13 S1gmfrcant d1gits. uses all13 d1g1ts m
subsequent calculations for max1mum accuracy
• Computes and displays numbers as large as :<:9 999999999 x 10''" and
as small as :i'1 x 10 "''
• Converts automalically to sc1enhflc notat1on when calculated answer
IS greater than 10 1" or less than 10 '"
• Performs operations m the order problem IS stated
• Features bnght 14-character d1splay- 1O·d1g1t mant1ssa. 2-dlgll
exponent. 2 s1gns
'
• D1splay provides overflow, underflow. and error 1nd1catlons
• Full iloatmg dec1mal
• L1ghtWe1ghl. fully portable
• Rechargeable battenes or AC opera lion
• Full year manufacturers warranty.
• AC Adapter/Charger 1ncluded

have given them some white
stuff." The only white stuff we
have been able to acquire came
from the south.
New Mexico seems destined to
the ranks of Texas and
Oklahoma.
The UNM Ski Club has an
alternative to this balmy
January. The club plans a
weekend trip on February 20-22
to Telluride, Colo. The trip will
cost money, and for information
on that part of the trek one can
ask about it at the 7:30 p.m.
meeting on Feb. 5 in SUB room
129.
Members of the club said that

SPORTS LINE UP: ICY MAYHEM
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Relax

,

Beth Born goes up for two. With her recent board work
Born has gained a starting position on the Lobo women's
cage squad.

.

~.

Your I. D.
Covers

... Slim Beth Born

don't intend to lose this year."
With Born at forward, the
year's team. She thinks the
reason for this is, "Because I Lobos will pJ;"Obably not lose the
practiced over the summer for battle of the boards.
the first time."
"The team is a lot better this
year too and maybe that's why
I'm playing better," said Beth.
"Last year we were a whole lot
skinnier and (coach) Marpe didn't
Can you answer these? Anhave the confidence to substitute swers tomorrow.
as much. Now we have a lot of
depth."
Who won the 1913 Japanese
Turnovers have hurt· New World Series?
Mexico in almost all of its games
thfs year and Beth said the main
Who won the Thomas Cup Inproblem with the team is ternational Badminton Cham"ballhandling. We shoot real pionships in 1949?
well, but we've got to hold onto
the ball to get it down the · What was the name of the boat
court."
which took the Gold Cup of
The women travel to Utah for unlimited hydroplane racing in
a game with Utah State tonight 1973?
and Weber State Saturday.
Who was the career regular
"These two games are extremely
season
scoring leader of the ABA
crucial for us," said Beth. "Last
the 1972-73 season'!
through
year we lost to Utah State and I

{Co11tinued (rom page 13}

Daily LOBO.
Sports Quiz

if someone does not know how to
ski they will teach you on the
trip.
IN ANOTHER sports-oriented
area on campus the new swimming pool has new hours.
Recreation time will be as
follows:
Monday
through
Friday-7 a.m.-3 p.m. and 5:30
p.m.-9:15 p.m. On the weekends
it will be 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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243-6954&

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS) -ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

CITIZENS
BANK
OF ALBUCilUERCilUE
2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

Univ. of New mexico

.

2120 Centr.al S.E.

This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

3 Full Service Banks

UNm Bookstore
Albuquerque, New mexico 87131

men's
shop

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
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Phone. 298-8777

FDIE
MEMBER OF FDIC
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum.Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine ceo·
ts per word per day lno refunds if e~neelled
before five insertional, Classified ad·
vertlsements must
. be paid in advance,

.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising,. UNM Box l!O,
Albuquerll!le, N .M. 87131

1. PERSONALS
PLANETS AT NEDS through Jan. 31, Start Feb,
1-Barnaby. You'lllove our new dance flopr. 2/3
ARE YOU GAY? Need to talk to other Gay's? Call
Juniper, 277'2564. 1055 Mesa Vista Hall, 1/21}
ATTENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE returns
policy; Books purchased for the spring semester
1976 may be returned fqr Flll) prite through Sat.
Feb 14 provided: 1) books must be 1n new con·
dition, 2) books must be accompanied by
cash receipt, 3) Student I.D. must be present with
return. 1/30
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright, 247-9819. tfn
NEED A REST from Mom's cooking? Foot long
hot dogs 351:, 11·3 Okie's. 1/30
THERE'S A DIFFERENCE between loneliness
and being al&ne. Want to t11lk? AGORA, 277·
3013. 1/30
NEED TO JOIN Car·pool Santa Fll to UNM. Pete
471-2129. 2/4
· NICK-Please show-up for lunch tomorrow.
Carrara's isn't so hard to find-it's right down the
alley 1/• ·block of Central, across from Johnson
Gym. Ple:~s~.> Nick- Mary. 1!30

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: PAMELA CJ,AIR's drivers license out·
side Mifch!.'ll Uall. Claim at Marrou Hall .rm
131. 2/4
lost; wbitl' long-hairl!d cat wlbobtail,around Stan·
ford & Columbia. 265·3975. 2/4
FOUND: FEMALE German Shepherd puppy on
campus. If owner docs noL claim, will give away.
Call298-9139. 2/3
J,osT: BROWN Corduroy coaL wlth green gloves
in•pockllts. Call 268·5287 and )!lave message for
Ken. 2/3

REWARD: f~~eSilvcr Turq~oi;;-circtC:;i;,-0;~
stone missing. l,osl on campus 1/22. Sentimental
value. 277·2443, 247 ·4983. 212
LOST LADY'S GRUEN Watch. 277-2014 Pal,
Reward. 2/2
LOST JANUARY 5, gold watch between Ortega
Hall & Roma. Sentimental value. Call 266·3422 af·
ter 5:00. 1f29
RETtinN CYCLE .helmet, black gloves & ski
mask pickt>d up in 105 Educ. Bldg. 1/22, No
questions.: 299·2.9921,\'ave message. Paul. 1/29
FOUND: TEXTBOOK in locker al bookstore.
Must be able to give title. Call 268-0452 after 5:30
p.m. 1130

FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHtli> and
Photography Gallery i~ 1/2 block from Johnson
. Gym on Cornell, Special order service, trw • _.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Ginud Blvd. NE. tfn
'fiiNE UP YOUR VW, Volvo, Patsun, Toyota for
$12labpr at German Automotive 268-5169. 1/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric,
Guarantel)d accuracy with reasonable rates, 21)87147. 1/30
OARRARO'S PIZZA, Free delivery to University
area, dorms, sororities, fraternities, etc. Delivery
city wide for extra cost, 1/30
FREE MATHEMATICS TUTORING for minority
students, Contact Stewart Kane, Math Dept.
Humanities Bldg., 461. 2/6 .
NEED SOMETlUNG TYPED? Call Lynn. 266·
0760, 1/30
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION test Feb, 7, Pr~pare
now, call ;professional Educators of New Mexico,
Inc. 255·4050. 1/30
MATH INSTRUCTOR will hi to~ students.
$5/hour for one student or $7/.hour for two
students in the same class, 262-0517, 277·
4938. 2/2
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Manuscripts, theses,
papers, etc. 50c per double·spaced page. 3453288. 2/2
BELLY DANCING CLASSES at The Blue
Harcem, 2217 Lead SE, 255·1967. 2/2
PETITION DIVORCES arranged by legal clerk
$36 plus filing fee, 296-4977, 24 hour answering
service. 2/5
GETTING MARRIED? Call Creative Services for
invitations & photography at low cost, 299·
7930. 2/17
BABYSITTER, evenings and some afternoons.
266·8233. 2/3
.
SMALL CARS IMPORT, domestic, complete
repair, 205 Stanford Alley 255-3180. 2/3

4.

FORRENT

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young aL heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool, Efficiencies &
1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
,243-2494. 2/13
•
MATURE BI/GAY share house, NE, $50 mo/1/2
utilities. 299·9245. 1/30
RESERVED PARKING, Almost on campus, 4
dqlJars per month, 842·1063. 2/3

SANYO REFRIGERATOR C3.5cu ft), ~85. Great
for Dorml266-9568 aftl)r six. 2/2
·
STEREO DEPT. Closing all stereo department
components, recorders, conso)(ls, tape players, 4!)
to 50°,\> off. While they last. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 2/2
-TE~N~._S_P.;_E_E_D_B_IK_E_2_3-",-$5-5-,-2-43---46-5-2,-~4-3·
.;__
6398. .;__
2/2
COLOR TV . .llrand names, Big screen, Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
256-3505. 2/2
.
.

__

_________

CANON QL/7 Camera, 277-2874. 2/2
NEOCUI ZIG ZAG, Christmas Jay. 11 way not
claimed •.Button holes, blind hems, etc. $40 or 10
payments of $4.00. 262.0637. 2/2
,
NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
·mediately, Best offer. 242-1489. · J/29
1
-L-E--::V--::l'S--::.-BL-U--::E--JE_A
__N-bi_g_b-el-ls_a_lw-a-ys-a-.t-T-he_L_o_b~o
Men's Shop. 2120 CeJjtral SE, 243·6954. tfn
BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call 299-1502 for a
better buv. 1/30
.
.
NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size B. Must sell im·
mediatell:.Best offer. 242-1489, 1/29
1958 VW, good condition $450. Will negotiate,
Tom 281·5007 betwf,len 6 & 7 p.m. 1/29
MEN'S LARGE TURTLE skin wet suit, Perfect
condition, only used once, For further information
call Rob 268-7233. l/29
TWO SEKINE 10-speeds. New 20 & 23 inch excellent bikes $165, Tom 281-5007 between 6 & 7
p.m. 1/29
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE. 1/30
USED COI.DSP01' REFRIGERATOR. Excellent
running condition. $70 firm. Call 256·1680 after 3
•
p.m. 1/30

6. EMPLOYMENT
PARTTIME HELP must be able to work 11:30 to
1:30 lunch, additional hours :~rrangcd per your
schedule. Dcr Wiencrschnitzel, 6901 Lomas
NE. 1/29
'
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Af·
l\lrnoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liqor
Stores, 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Menaul N.E. 1/30
PUBLIC REI,ATIONS PERSONS .Needed.
Unlimited income. Arrange your own work hours.
293-3886, or Bob 268·3168. 2/4

SAVE BIG MONEY! Rent 1/2 o£ my apartment
while I'm gone. $75 plus ...265·4237. 2/3

5.

20 USED TV'S $30·$60. 441. Wyoming N.E .. 255·
5987. 3/1
LEVI'S·BLllE JEAN big bells always al The Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. ten

CJIEC~ YOUR PASSPORT NO\Y! It expires
every (tve years. Low prices on passport renewal
photos. Call 265 2444 or come to .1717 Girard
NE. 2/4

SINGER MACHINE. Left in lay-away, not
claimed, Equipped to btJtlon hole, zig 1.ag, etc. Pay
$26 and take machin€!. 3105 Central NE, 2563505. 2/2
10·SPEED RACING BIKE, 277·2874. 2/2

Bicycle -World
2216 Central SE ·

-M~kers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

Everything
Homemade
CHEAP
AND
DELICIQUSI
THE FLAVOR OF OLD ALBUQUERQUE
NEW.MEXICAN FOOD

THE I:1.1UB EAFE
corner of Lomas and Broadway
In historic Martinez
Monday thru Sat. 11 ~ 2 & 5 ~ 7:30

LaW

8cfLool

c.,Admls§iOIL

Te§_f · 6:oopm .,o,oo pm

UNM. School ot Law, Room 102
The Test: February 7, 1976
.
The Review Course: February 2·5, 1976

a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four con~
secutlve nights of preparatory Instruction, taught by at-

YARHICA TI, ELEC'rHO X, 50rhm, tell.'photo,
~!~-I.'~!IJ~:·z~om;m!~!!~as.265·6183. 2_t.t ·~
POTTER'S WHEEL DINACII. GORP. announ~ing
factory sales available below suggested retail.
292·35·16. 2!4

3. SERVICES

Skateboai'dl

Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators,
lhc. of Washington~ D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·

FORSALE

GOOD DlUNKS and dancing on Ned's new dance
floor. 2/3
NEW NORDICA ASTRAL-PROS, 12 1/2, were'
$180, now $75!243·1810. 2/29
QI,D ADOBE HOUSE, 9 rooms, Tijeras Canyon.
Drawer JJ, Taos, NM, (505)758·2227. 2/10

...

'

I

SELL

TRADE
BUY

Gunrunner
3107 Central N.E.............

torneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
,..
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student involvement and an insight
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at no charge.
Proresslonal Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255·4050

Ne\N· Mexico Daily La·ba
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning --·-·---···---·· , under the heading
(circle one): l. Personals; 2:· Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 5.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 1)1inimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 132

...
l:nclosed $ - - - ·._. Placed by _....__~~-l elephone.~ •. ~.- .. -----.

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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